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ECONOMICS
analysis / facts / forecast

BIM COST VS BENEFITS
The industry is frequently told it must engage with building information modelling, but there is
little information available on the cost versus beneﬁt balance of integrating BIM into a construction
project. Alinea Consulting investigates

01 / INTRODUCTION
economics / BIM: costs vs beneﬁts / 45
There is very little, if any, useful published data on the true cost of
building information modelling (BIM) on a construction project,
covering all the relevant costs of using BIM and comparing them to the
monetised beneﬁts.
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02 / COSTS VS BENEFITS
There are a number of direct costs
associated with BIM, which can
affect all members of the design and
project teams.
These include:
QInvestment in upgraded hardware
(`which can be mitigated by the use of
cloud services and “slave” computers)
QSoftware licensing, with individual
software subscriptions costing
upwards of £4,000 each per year
QThe salary premium of employing
personnel trained in BIM software
QThe training of existing personnel
QThe scale of record keeping required
– memory, storage facilities and
processes that have to cover all models.
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measured in terms of both time and productivity,
from the ease of preparation and agreement of
area schedules, through to quantity take-off. It can
also allow reporting on the consequences of design
development in days rather than weeks, including the
commercial implications of design changes or clash
detection resolutions.
The project proﬁts from aligned quantities,
mitigated risk and the added beneﬁt of genuine
whole team working. The time advantage to the cost
consultant allows more focus to be placed on “higher
value” activities, such as advising on key implications
of design decisions.
In terms of costs, cost consultants face many of
the same upfront investments as designers – for
example, they need practical BIM skills to produce
visual information to demonstrate the cost plan
and its basis, and to carry out detailed interrogation
of models.
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The Building Awards 2016 is now open for
entries, including BIM Initiative of the Year.
For a full list of categories and to enter, go to
www.building-awards.com
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COMMENT:
THE DEATH OF THE COST
CONSULTANT
With the pushing back of any new
frontier, it is inevitable that a few
myths and legends develop. In times
past, the blank space on maps used
to be ﬁlled with pictures of dragons
and unicorns.
The development of BIM has been
heralded with similar mythical
creatures, such as the “one click bill
of quantities” and the death of the
cost consultant. In reality, if the cost
consultant has not engaged with the
BIM model prior to stage completion,
it can lead to major problems,
potentially with no usable data that
can be extracted. This results in the
backward step of having to ask for
2D cuts of the model for
measurement in the traditional
manner.
The cost consultant’s input into the
model development plan is vital, to
ensure that data is conﬁgured in
such a way that it can be easily
extracted, and all measurement is
efﬁcient and auditable.
Designers cannot be expected to
understand the cost consultant’s
output requirements – harvesting
and using data and quantities from
the model is not as simple as some of
the BIM rhetoric may have one
believe.
The cost consultant also remains
responsible for the quantities used,
regardless of how they are sourced.
This is important to remember as it
gives the design team conﬁdence to
model the data, knowing that they
will not be held responsible for the
quantities that are used in cost
planning.
With BIM, the cost consultant’s
role can be seen as essentially the
reverse of 2D measurement and
validation. Traditionally the
“answer” comes from the cost
consultant’s own measurement. In
BIM, they start with the “answer”
and validates it using knowledge,
experience and sense checks.
A new approach and set of
skills may be needed – but there
be no dragons.
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Introduction
The world of BIM is littered with technical jargon and
acronyms (the glossary at the end of this piece notes just
a few) – but this should not discourage an appreciation
of its importance.

The concept of sharing everything you have with
everyone on the team can be daunting for some and
requires trust and faith. With BIM there is nowhere to
hide anything. Communication is vital to advise progress
and clarify what is currently fixed / frozen / usable and
what is not. One important reason is that models are
not generally ‘revisioned’ until coordinated milestones.
It is different to 2D and requires a different aptitude
and approach from most disciplines, not least the cost
consultant.

There have been a plethora of articles promoting the
wider use of BIM across the industry, asking why it is
taking so long for its uptake to reach tipping point. The
following is not intended to add to this collection. It is
taken as given that the logic of BIM is irrefutable and
that it is surely a matter of time before BIM is established
as the default design process on construction projects
(hopefully before we start to see the printing of buildings It’s all about the data
directly from the model!).
For the cost consultant, working in a BIM world has
Here, the focus is on the practicalities of BIM from a cost brought about many changes (and many benefits) to the
consultant’s perspective, with a perhaps unsurprising
basic functions carried out, starting with cost planning
theme of data, and how we can gain trust in it.
from design information.

The death of the cost consultant?
With the pushing back of any new frontier there are
inevitably a few myths and legends which develop about
what lies over the horizon. In times past, the blank space
on maps used to be filled with pictures of dragons and
unicorns. The development of BIM has been heralded
with similar mythical creatures and legendary escapades,
such as the ‘one click bill of quantities’ and the death of
the cost consultant.
When we venture into the new world of BIM we discover
that the terrain is, in reality, somewhat closer to business
as usual, but cost consultants need a compass, a good
sense of direction and some new equipment in their
rucksack to deal with the uncharted ground that is rich in
data.
A BIM model is much more than a 3D CAD drawing:
essentially it is a database with 3D representation. It
can be a fast and powerful source of data, with one very
important caveat: it must be modelled with an end in
sight and with care and forethought. The adage of ‘fail to
plan, plan to fail’ applies in full force.
The often stated yet contradictory views of BIM are: “BIM
will save time, money and resource” and “You can’t trust
the data in a BIM model”. Like most things, the reality lies
somewhere in-between.

For highlighted words refer to glossary on page 8.

The quality of the data within the model is of greater
importance than the visualisation of the object. The
design may look stunning but if it does not function as
an accurate and coherent database, any benefits of BIM
cannot be realised beyond the early design stage.
In the world of 2D (paper or CAD), the cost consultant
may choose to wait for full and final design information
to be issued and then proceed to manually take off
the quantities needed. The delivery of BIM is different
in that there is a continuous flow of data between the
team. Models are distributed regardless of condition
on a regular basis. To gain any benefit from these ‘work
in progress’ (WIP) versions, the cost consultant must
participate in the process.
In fact, if the cost consultant has not engaged with the
BIM model prior to stage completion, it can lead to
major problems, potentially with no ‘usable’ data’ that
can be extracted at stage completion. This results in the
backward step of having to ask for 2D cuts of the model
for measurement in the traditional manner. Time wasting
and embarrassing.
The structure of the model should be defined and agreed
before modelling commences, via a model development
plan which outlines future data requirements. This
avoids abortive work. The cost consultant’s input into
the model development plan is vital – how else can the
configuration of the data be influenced such that it can
be easily extracted, in a way that makes measurement
more efficient and auditable?
2
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Figure 1 - The cost consultant’s measurement and validation in 2D and BIM
Traditional / 2D

+

Measured Quantity:
Validated & Understood

Tools, Sense Checks,
Knowledge & Experience

Deliverable received

BIM

=

Measured
Quantity

‘Quantity’

+

=

1
2
3

Validated
Quantity

#####
###
##

Deliverable received

Sortation, Interpretation, Tools,
Sense Checks, Knowledge &
Experience

Validated Quantity:
Understood & Structured

Traditional: The ‘quantities’ (data / starting quantities) are within the drawings and are available for immediate
interpretation. They must be ‘taken off’. As the cost consultant has measured the quantities, he/she knows
what they represent.
BIM: The ‘quantities’ (data / starting quantities) are held (‘locked’) within the model. To use and trust those the
cost consultant must vigorously validate it by interrogation.
Figure 1 outlines the fundamentally different approaches
to extracting data from 2D drawings as opposed to
BIM. In BIM the cost consultant starts with the ‘answer’
and validates it using knowledge, experience and sense
checks. Traditionally the ‘answer’ comes from the cost
consultant’s own measurement. It is therefore obvious
why a new approach and set of skills is needed by the
contemporary cost consultant.
Time must be taken to build up knowledge of the
individual model as it is created. Multiple sortation,
3

investigation, interpretation and questioning will be
needed to establish a trusted, understood and structured
set of data.
Designers cannot be expected to understand the cost
consultant’s output requirements, and its benefits to
the project without explicitly working with them, to
be advised on the organisation of the model data.
Harvesting and using data and quantities from the model
is certainly not as simple as some of the BIM rhetoric
may have one believe.
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Yet there are sometimes surprised reactions from
designers when the model is requested.

It is important for the cost consultant to communicate
what data they need, and for them to understand what
is viable at different stages of the project. As with 2D,
In harvesting the data the cost consultant must
the amount or Level of Detail (LOD) will cumulatively
validate and understand it in order to trust, use and
increase as the project progresses – but one must be
take responsibility for it. The cost consultant remains
watchful of a BIMLite approach (see glossary). Equally, it
responsible for the quantities used regardless of how
is important to be pragmatic and realistic about what can
they are sourced. This is important to remember as it
be harvested from the model. It is better for the key data
gives the design team confidence to model the data, with to be 100% accurate, than for 100% of the data to be
guidance, in a way that enables quantities to be usefully
less than completely accurate. BIM models can provide
harvested, knowing that they will not be held responsible significant amounts of data, but if none of it is structured
for the quantities that are used in cost planning.
and organised, then it is unusable.
`
This approach requires a greater investment of time
up front from the technical BIM team in planning,
Figure 2 – an agreed protocol for room and space
influencing, shaping and reviewing the modelling
categorisation (for floor areas)
methodology (as opposed to the design). The additional
investment of time by the designers over the lifetime
of the project is minimal provided that the model is
built in the right way from the beginning. This is why
alinea employs specialists in BIM, to enable detailed
collaboration with the technical personnel who are
building the model, as well as at the strategic BIM
Execution Plan level. This detailed interaction, between
the people responsible for its construction, is where
relationships and trust in the model and its data are
forged. Internally, there is as much imperative for the cost
consultant and the cost consultant’s own BIM specialists
to work closely together.

Cost consultants must invest the time and energy to
interrogate and familiarise themselves with the model, to
develop the trust needed to use its data. Sense checks
(numerical, visual, using experience and knowledge)
are undertaken without a second thought by cost
consultants in a 2D world and a new, expanded arsenal
of checks is required in a BIM environment. To this end,
an understanding of the basic structure of the tools and
software used to create the BIM model and the potential
pitfalls and ‘oddities’ of the way the software operates in
relation to our industry standard measurement rules and
practices is essential. BIM data is absolute in comparison
to measured quantities which is in contradiction to
industry established measurement rules. This will often
require a different quantification calculation and thought
process. Cross checks are vital – remember the cost
consultant is essentially working in reverse!

As the model is developed it is crucial for the cost
consultant to be represented at all BIM team meetings
and workshops as any design changes or clash
detection resolutions can have significant commercial
implications. Decisions can be made much faster and
the cost consultant could miss out on the opportunity to
comment before work progresses.
The benefits to the project of the cost consultant’s early
involvement in modelling methodology can be measured
in terms of both time and productivity, from the ease of
preparation and agreement of area schedules, through
to quantity take-off. It can also allow reporting on the
consequences of design development in days rather
than weeks. The project profits from aligned quantities,
mitigated risk and the added benefit of genuine whole
team working. The time advantage to the cost consultant
allows more focus to be placed on ‘higher value’
activities, such as advising on key implications of design
decisions.

4
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Figure 3 - Using the model to identify and quantify
different wall types and finishes

There is a lot of data and it needs a robust framework
and protocol to make it usable, and avoid abortive
work. This is what the Model Development Plan seeks to
achieve; it is a detailed and involved document that is
necessarily prescriptive, but which requires great care in
reviewing with the design team and its BIM technicians,
to explain it fully and obtain everyone’s preferences,
agreement and commitment.

Figure 4 – extracts from a Model Development Plan

Some of the key practical skills the cost consultant needs
to bring to bear to deliver these benefits, working with
the team, include:
•E
 stablishing at the outset the drafting methodology
best suited to the project.
•A
 greeing methods to deliver what is both viable
and required at each stage so that it can be provided
and planned for.
•P
 roducing visual information to demonstrate the
cost plan and its basis.
•C
 arrying out detailed interrogation of models
(build, data, 2D & 3D views) and providing feedback.
•C
 ontributing to the creation of the project’s BIM
Execution Plan (to help ensure accurate
measurement and costing).
•E
 stablishing the BIM functionality, to provide the
necessary data as the project progresses.
•D
 etermining the basic requirements in the BIM for
accurate data, such as floor areas (gross and net)
and suitably structured room and space data.
• Identifying the ‘basics’, such as phasing, to identify
objects that are retained or demolished from those
distinctly new and the importance of this distinction.
•D
 emonstrating drafting methods to provide the
required data at early stages without the need to
commit to early material choices / decisions.
•E
 nsuring a sensible Work Breakdown structure
(number of models, work sets, etc.) and cost plan
breakdown such that the two coordinate with each
other.
•A
 greeing the focus elements - or ‘key drivers’ at
5 each stage.
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Procurement
Tenderers need the model for a different purpose to the
design team, for example to enable them to commit to a
lump sum fixed price offer within a short timescale. This
involves them taking risk and they cannot afford to make
an offer based on unreliable data.
The limiting factor in leveraging the full potential of a
pre-construction BIM model for tendering contractors is
the key issue of trust in the data.
Through model interrogation, underpinned by a
contractor’s experience of BIM, an opinion must be
formed in the early part of the tender period around the
robustness of the model and what a contractor will want
to trust it to do for them. As a result of this health check,
there have been occasions where tendering contractors
have reverted to 2D measurement as they do not trust
the integrity of the harvested data.
Our experience is that a project with BIM is attractive to
tendering contractors and their supply chain. Mentioning
that a project has a federated and coordinated BIM
model in an expression of interest conversation certainly
sparks a positive reaction from potential tenderers, given
the benefits that reliable coordinated data and its 3D
representation can bring to them.
On one complex scheme of above £50m construction
value, a high quality BIM enabled the team to secure
a robust and competitive single stage design & build
proposal (at a time, last year, when the market was,
almost without exception, refusing such contracts) – with
the winning contractor stating that it would not have bid
without this model.
Contractors are certainly deriving some clear benefits
from the model during the tender period, which include:
•Q
 uicker understanding: Ability to get under the skin
of a project much more quickly within a limited tender
period;
•S
 cope capture: reducing risk of missed items and
consequential difficulties post contract;
•P
 lanning logistics: this is evident in proposals
submitted by tenderers. BIM enables contractors
to plan works within a 3D environment, de-risking
methodology and programme, especially for complex
projects;
• Communicating proposals: improved ways of
demonstrating their proposals to the supply chain or
back to the client and its team.

Contractors’ expectations around the content and data
richness of the model must be managed. It is essential
to build up trust ahead of the tender being released,
and that this is maintained through regular dialogue
throughout the period. Trust is very sensitive, it can much
more easily be lost than gained.
The above points will need to be considered in the
context of different procurement strategies. For instance,
with management forms, the management contractor
or construction manager will have far more ability to
influence the development of the model and could
therefore generate a greater degree of trust in the model,
which should deliver the advantages described above.
Whatever the procurement route, BIM should be
considered in the earliest design team conversations
as part of the project initiation, in order that later down
the road contractors can use BIM to its full capability.
This, in turn, will allow clients to also benefit in terms of
programme and price – as a return on their investment.

May
contain
data

BIM
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Long live BIM, long live the cost consultant!
Trusting the data in the BIM model is multi-facetted and
goes far beyond merely the cost consultant trusting the
data. At its root, it requires trust from all involved:
•T
 he design team needs to take on board the cost
consultant’s requirements with respect to the
structure of the model, as detailed in the Model
Development Plan.
•T
 he client has to be convinced that that the earlier
inputs will drive cost, procurement and programme
benefits.
•A
 ll must trust that the data will be validated and used
appropriately.
•T
 he contractor should trust that the design team has
genuinely executed and included data/information as
described.
All this trust is engendered by collaboration and
communication – nothing new there – but more than
anything it requires hard work at the front end of the
project to get the data into a structured, sortable and
identifiable BIM.
The heralded death of the cost consultant seems
premature, but some new tricks must be learned, not
least how to interface with Revit - and some would argue
with the design team! (Certainly with the technical team
who draft the model).
There is no panacea, no one click Bills of Quantities, but
this new approach will go a long way to ensuring that the
logical benefits of a data-rich BIM are achieved.

Glossary – a definition of some frequently used
terms in the world of BIM
BIMLite: failure to deliver a full BIM model (it looks nice
but has poor or no data!).
Data: areas, quantities, specification information, labels,
references, context of the objects in BIM.
Harvesting: the extraction of usable data from the
model.
Level of Detail (LOD): the description of graphical
content of models
Level of Information (LOI): level of Information – The
description of non-graphical content (attributes or
information) of models.
Level of Model Definition (LOMD): used to describe a
combination of LOD and LOI contained in BIM Models.
Model Development Plan (MDP): an agreed roadmap
for how useable data should be structured in the
model. This is split into two parts: 1) what is needed,
and collaboratively agreed methods to achieve it; ii)
project specific requirements, the software chosen
for drafting and harvesting, and even the file format
exchange.
NRM: New Rules for Measurement, the RICS approved
guide for measurement of quantities, for elemental cost
planning and quantification of building works.
Revisioned: a formal revision of a model at a planned
and established milestone, which should have reliable
data/information (or at least a clear commentary
on where any deficiencies in the model lie). It is
not a model that is issued weekly for coordination,
where everything is considered WIP i.e. not officially
sanctioned as a whole (as a drawing would traditionally
be). See WIP below.
Technical BIM Team: the BIM modellers or influencers
– from each discipline (including the cost consultant) who actually guide and draft the model.
Usable data: data /content suited to each stage –
which can be structured, organised, and extracted as
required.
Work in Progress (WIP): the ‘warts and all’ condition of
a model between milestones.
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The economics of BIM: costs versus benefits
The costs

The benefits

There are a number of direct costs associated with BIM:

The main body of this article looks at BIM, and its
benefits, from a cost consultants’ vista, whilst touching
on the wider advantages to the design team and the
project. The key benefits can perhaps be summarised as
follows:

• Investment in upgraded hardware (which can be
mitigated by the use of ‘cloud’ services and ‘slave’
computers).
•S
 oftware licensing, with individual software
subscriptions costing upwards of £4,000 each per
year.
•T
 he salary premium of employing personnel trained in
BIM Software.
•T
 he training of existing personnel not exposed to BIM
through their education.
Other costs, which are less widely discussed are:

•S
 peed of output and coordination results in a greatly
reduced number of hours being expended on
drawings (one architect suggested they can produce a
detailed planning application for a 100 unit residential
development in just three weeks!)
•Quality is controlled and assured. Much more is
recorded – including earlier client decisions on design.
•C
 omponents, detailing, coordination and the ‘basics’
of design are handled more efficiently, allowing more
time for creativity.

•T
 he scale of record keeping required – memory,
storage facilities and processes that have to cover all
models, not just milestone models.

•T
 he process itself is designed, mapping what is
needed and when, and prompting thought about
content.

•D
 esigners have to set themselves up legally to
adopt BIM, not only in ensuring that appointments
are satisfactorily worded, but in terms of insurance
provisions too.

•G
 reater information is included earlier (such as the
performance criteria of components) and can be more
easily amended.

•D
 eveloping the design and coordinating it earlier
makes for a more front-loaded set of fees cash flows,
and the cost to the client of investing more heavily
earlier in the design process – with potentially higher
abortive costs if re-design, or project abandonment
occurs.
•T
 he perceived ‘professional cost’ that comes with
the danger of designers becoming subservient to the
technology (‘design by software’).
•T
 he cost of using a ‘BIM manager’. This is a
contentious issue, for it is sometimes argued that this
should not be a separately defined role, but simply the
designer’s coordination responsibility, under the BIM
process. Or is the industry at this time so ‘green’ that
a separate role exists in the short term?

•E
 nhanced and immediate visualisation is a powerful
communication tool.
•G
 reater client involvement should enable faster, better
decisions.
•T
 he technology actually brings people together: the
process encourages each discipline to consider the
needs of others and who else should be contributing.
•C
 omplex situations can be presented with clarity,
enabling a better understanding.
• ‘Before and after’ analyses can be undertaken easily.

Do the benefits outweigh the costs?
In Figure 6 we simply compare the likely relative levels of
costs and benefits of using BIM, based on the knowledge
we have gained over the past few years, and through
talking to a selection of design team members.
8
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The economics of BIM: costs versus benefits
Figure 6 - The costs and benefits of BIM
Benefits
Client

£££££

•T
 ime investment in early stages –
to determine brief, set up project
for BIM and make design decisions

£

•S
 aving in creation of maintenance
manuals

£

• More front-loaded fees cash flows

££

• Printing costs reduced

£

• Trained BIM technicians

££

• Reduced risk pricing in tenders

•P
 ost contract contingency more
robust

Designers &
Engineers

££

• Potential programme savings

££

• Reduction in drawing time

££

•C
 alculations made more quickly
and accurately
•G
 reater team coordination; surety
of coordination process reduces
potential for claims

£

££

£££

• Hardware upgrades

• Software licences

£

£££

• Set up of standard libraries

£

• Potential for duplication: reversion
to 2D outputs

£

•S
 peed of reliable floor area
calculations and quantity
measurements

££

• Dedicated BIM manager /
technicians

• Post contract negotiations
reduced

££

• Attendance at BIM coordination
meetings

£

• Hardware upgrades

£

•E
 ase of engaging the market to
the project
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£££

•R
 e-fabrication aided, with
increased quality control and
economies of repetition

• Printing costs reduced

Cost
Consultant

Costs

£

• Software licences

££

££
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The economics of BIM: costs versus benefits
Do the benefits outweigh the costs? (cont’d)
The sixty four million dollar question is always the most
difficult to answer. There is very little, if any, useful
published data on the true cost of BIM on a construction
project, which covers all the relevant costs and compares
them to the monetised benefits.
Our view is that, as long as a project is set up properly
and in a manner that allows the benefits of BIM to be
realised, then the cost of the investment should be at
least met – but probably exceeded.
Whilst there is a cost to project teams, they are certainly
becoming more adept at using BIM, with efficient
working practices that should negate these costs and
therefore not make a material difference to overall fees
(other than the fee profile over time). One designer
rather pertinently put it thus: “a greater driver of fee
levels is the way a project is run by the client.”
As far as cost consultants are concerned, it is suspected
that the majority are not feeling much in the way of cost
pressures because they are not embracing BIM fully.
At alinea, BIM specialists form part of the overhead that
is seen to pay for itself by helping make projects more
efficient, and with a lower risk profile. It is also viewed as
a competitive advantage.
More importantly, when considering the cost: benefit
analysis of BIM, the creation of a clear, developed,
coordinated design that reduces latent risks represents
an over-riding commercial benefit, tipping the balance to
the plus side of the equation.
The likelihood of the realisation of these gains will
no doubt increase in the future, as teams continue
to navigate their way through the teething pains of a
new technology and a new way of working. The latest
National BIM Survey reveals there is much room for
BIM take-up: see Figure 7, showing less than 50% of
respondents using BIM in the UK, with less than 80% of
the industry not yet clear enough on what BIM is.

Figure 7 - National BIM Survey 2015 Results (selected)
Respondents aware of and currently using BIM
0%
UK

48%

Canada

67%

Denmark

78%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Czech Republic 25%
Japan

46%

The industry is not yet clear enough on what BIM is
0%
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Canada

56%

Denmark

77%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Czech Republic 49%
Japan

78%

Undoubtedly, where used effectively, BIM has been
refreshing in the way that it encourages everyone
to work together towards a better design, and
prompting responses to that design. As levels of
take-up increase in the next few years, this effect will
become transformational, with consequent benefits and
efficiency savings.
Ultimately BIM is a bit like email was when it first arrived
on the scene; expensive at first but now a mainstream
and critical business tool. We fully anticipate that in time
BIM too will become an industry standard, its benefits
obvious and its costs not given a second thought.
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alinea consulting LLP was formed in 2013 by six partners who know each other very well and represent the very best
of the cost consulting profession. We have since grown to over 75 people. We work across a variety of sectors and
possess a wealth of experience and complementary skills - but, most importantly, we share a desire to offer a better
service to clients and a strong set of values that underpin everything we do.
Excellence | clever solutions from innovative thinking and smart systems
Teamwork | the best people working together, and with our clients
Trust | through an evident integrity and an eagerness to exceed expectations
Applying learning from both live projects and research studies, and feeding them into each other, is how we try to
ensure that our clients and their teams get the best possible service from us. This is why we have been committed to
research from the day we launched.
Whilst data and information are the lifeblood of our business, we understand that they alone do not represent
knowledge – which requires analysis, insight and questioning. For these reasons we involve everyone at alinea, and
we share our desire to innovate across borders: of discipline, geography and perspective. That way, we can learn
from each other.
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